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In this section you receive useful and professional support in areas of children's health        Helping Children Cope with Traumatic Events   Teaching Kids How to Deal...
View more
  
[image: T E E N A G E R S]T E E N A G E R S

In this section you receive useful and professional support in the areas of health of teenagers and young people        Help for Parents of Troubled Teens   Emotional...
View more
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In this section you receive useful and professional support in areas of health and mental well - being     Emotional Eating and How to Stop It   Emotional Intelligence in Love and...
View more
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In this section you receive useful and professional support in areas and practices of healthy living     The Joys of Owning a Cat   Cancer Prevention Diet   Building Better...
View more
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In this section you get useful and professional information in the fields of art therapy, creative activities, spiritual,   meditative and mind and body restorative practices     Art...
View more
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In this section you get joy, warmth, comfort and love for yourself and love for life                  How to make elderflower cordial and wine    ...
View more
  

[image: Dealing with Uncertainty During the Pandemic]Dealing with Uncertainty During the Pandemic

Life is filled with uncertainty, especially at times like this. While many things remain outside your control,your mindset is key to coping with difficult circumstances and facing the unknown.  ...
View more
  
[image: Calcium and Bone Health]Calcium and Bone Health

Calcium is the key to lifelong bone health. Learn how to eat to strengthen your bones and prevent osteoporosis.  What are the health benefits of calcium?Calcium is a key nutrient that many of us...
View more
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   How best to make elderflower cordial and wine - those most delicious of summer drinks    The English summer is said to start when the elder blossoms and end with its ripening berries. The citrus aroma floating...
View more
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 A List of Positive Parenting Techniques, Strategies, and PracticesAlong with a positive parenting style, it is instructive to break-down the actual behavioral practices of positive parents.Here are 20...
View more
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     Play therapy is a type of therapy that, as the name suggests, involves playing. It has been around for a long time, even in an academic context. Recently, play therapy has been refined and targeted to a variety of...
View more
  
[image: Family Relationships with Emotional Intelligence]Family Relationships with Emotional Intelligence

Looking to improve your relationships with your family members? Learn how emotional intelligence (EQ)   is your most effective tool for overcoming rifts and strengthening bonds.  Emotional...
View more
  

[image: Childhood Obesity and Weight Problems]Childhood Obesity and Weight Problems

Does your child have a weight problem? These tips can help your child reach and maintain a healthier weight.     Understanding childhood weight problemsAs a parent, few things are cuter...
View more
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        At the Clinic of Pediatric Oncohematology - Plovdiv all together - medical team, children and mothers, art therapist under the ARTON Program - join forces and enthusiasm to carry out a crazy, unusual and...
View more
  
[image: Emotional Intelligence in Love and Relationships]Emotional Intelligence in Love and Relationships

Learn why emotional intelligence (EQ) matters in romantic relationships and how you can use it   to strengthen your partnership, increase intimacy, stay connected, and build a love that lasts.    ...
View more
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ARTON PROGRAM - The therapeutic power of the group
 Creative projects involving group work - general musical performance or group painting, collage, sculpture - are useful in helping to explore and strengthen social...
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ARTON PROGRAM - Grounds for therapy
 In the ARTON Program our team of oncopsychologists, art therapists and music therapists develops the process of children's creativity as a process of...
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ARTON PROGRAM - Music therapy
 In ARTON sessions, creating a piece of music or a song is an emotional experience of coping and satisfaction for the participating children. They make friends with...
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ARTON PROGRAM - Painting as therapy
 Painting provides patients with a spontaneous, plastic method of depicting thoughts and experiences. Painting with paints is not as structured as with pencil or...
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Contact us
ARTON Bulgaria
E-mail: arton.bulgaria@gmail.com
Website: www.artonfoundation.bg
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